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Frederick William Dame 
(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 
Just Thinking 

 
Number 167 

 

*** 
 
JT:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5BxC4CoBKU will show you a 

painting of the National Anthem. 

See also:  http://www.JoeEverson.com and 

http://www.WhenLiberalsAttack.com 

*** 

 

Source:  Politifake.org via https://fellowshipofminds.fi les.wordpress.com/2014/07/liberal-

logis.jpg?w=500&h=398 

 

Source:  https://fellowshipofminds.fi les.wordpress.com/2014/01/messed-up.jpg 

*** 

JT:  What follows is a description of Hillary Clinton's politics and that of the 

DemocRATS. 
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Source:  https://seeker401.fi les.wordpress.com/2016/09/ctacbrdvuaekt9v.jpg?w=497&h=323. 

*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-C2pkSO6IE 

JT:  It's about draining America's congressional swamp! 

*** 

 

Source:  https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-KwZ-SDQS6gk/WAzTp-Yg2sI/AAAAAAAAOvA/-

zejDsPhSAosoxGM_rk3nVBbmtRGD3WwgCLcB/s320/hil laryriggedelection.jpg. 

JT:  Perhaps Russia deserves a Thank You! 

*** 

JT:  I have often said that the DemocRAT Party has been the culprit in 

dumbing down the American citizen.  Here's proof that the DemocRATS want 

to make Americans dumb!: 
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Source:  https://seeker401.fi les.wordpress.com/2016/10/wikileaks-email-from-bill-ivey-600.jpg?w=497&h=964. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJN8HCOmqyY 

JT:  You may not believe it, but it is much more beautiful than Hillary Clinton.  

Then again, anything, even a garbage dump is more beautiful than Hillary 

Clinton! 

*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9lo87AtLS0 

JT:  It's forty-seven minutes of truth! 

*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3075I8Mv1k 

JT:  I didn't know there was medicine for elections! 

*** 

At http://ijr.com/2016/10/719926-miley-cyrus-says-seeing-terrifying-donald-

trump-campaign-posters-in-her-hometown-was-a-wake-up-call/ Miley Cyrus 

complains:  "When I post support for Hillary on Instagram, I can’t believe the 

hate that I get." 

JT:  Miley Cyrus!  It's not hate that you get!  IT'S THE TRUTH! 

*** 

JT:  Statement of the century:  Hillary is still not perfect in her head.  Huma 

Abedin, personal advisor and what not to Hillary Clinton.  (Source:  

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/10/25/huma-abedin-

hillary-is-still-not-perfect-in-her-head/.) 

*** 

At http://www.latimes.com/nation/politics/trailguide/la-na-trailguide-updates-

powell-to-vote-for-1477427951-htmlstory.html, we read that Colin Powell,a 

disguised DemocRAT in Republican clothing, former four-star general, and 

former Secretary of State announces he will vote for Hillary Clinton. He says, 

“She was a good secretary of State. She is balanced, she has temperament, 

and no matter what anyone says she’s got stamina. I think she is fully qualified 

to serve as the president of the United States and I think she will serve it with 

distinction.”  

JT:  So … Powell is supporting a traitor and a criminal.  Methinks that is 

enough to take away his four stars and military pension.  He's aiding America's 

enemy! 

*** 
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JT:  America, Meet Haym Salomon!  Go to 

http://observer.com/2015/12/america-meet-haym-salomon/.  Haym Salomon 

helped to build America.  Any Muslim is ready to tear America down! 

*** 

 

Source:  https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-TLtxjXgTxM4/WBF-

DfOA8TI/AAAAAAAAOw8/HfPimcN2V6s5ka9fJ_Sh1r345e8Lzq6bACLcB/s320/8oDyYja.jpg 

JT:  Yup!  If Trump loses! 

*** 

JT:  Which one is Hillary? 
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Source:  https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-n2orOIaggac/WBF-

H5SCb9I/AAAAAAAAOxA/NUnTpMBmS_0hd2eBr3LAO9ov3hyJ-GTywCLcB/s1600/heokofhdoonajknf.jpg 

*** 

 

Source:  http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-

d4eO9Uz5HR4/Uw3lRKtK9cI/AAAAAAAACLY/k2yqPJ_z_24/s150/qz554ro.gif.  

JT:  It's used to grade Obama's speeches and Hillary's intelligence! 

*** 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHiFEw7BruI 

JT:  George Soros has informed us that he has already made Hillary Clinton 

the next President!!!  But the video has been edited.  Here's the story behind 

this video and fake news:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUjqM5l2Zl8.  

*** 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/10/26/report-trump-hosted-cocaine-

fueled-parties-with-underage-girls/ 

http://www.timesofisrael.com/report-trump-hosted-cocaine-fueled-parties-

with-underage-girls/  

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/10/24/inside-donald-trump-s-one-

stop-parties-attendees-recall-cocaine-and-very-young-models.html 

JT:  These links above have convinced me that Donald Trump 

- is a pedophile, 
- was always a drunkard.   
- always mixed drugs with alcohol, 
- is a sexual maniac, 
- was the first porno actor, 
- is an alien from another planet, 
- never worked in his life.   
- doesn’t really want to become President, but just wants to be a stumbling 

block for Hillary, 
- is the richest man in the world, 
- is a Russian spy, 
- has had sexual relations with every woman in the world (except Hillary 

Clinton), who is a virgin and everything ugly that you can think of! 
*** 

 

Source:  http://gatesofvienna.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/syriantoddler.jpg. 

JT: Me thinks it's the same in Sweden, Germany, France, Italy, The 

Netherlands, Denmark and the USA!!! 

*** 
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Source:   http://17663-presscdn-0-49.pagely.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/SCANDALGENERATOR.jpg.  

JT:  As always, iOTWRport.com tells the truth in all possible 1,296 

combinations! 

*** 

184 U.S. generals and admirals endorse Trump for Commander-In-Chief 

JT:  Let's make it 185.  I'm with them! 

*** 

From https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2016/10/28/friday-funnies-12/ 
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*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTcJJArHn0c 

JT:  It's now official.  Vladimir Putin on whether or not the USA is a banana republic! 

*** 

 

The MSM turned on Hillary. The FBI turned on Hillary. WANT TO KNOW 

WHY? Because in Florida, where they flipped a HUGE number of votes, Trump 
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still had 68 percent of the vote. Nationwide, they did not have the vote scam 

machines everywhere, and when that got averaged in, Trump took 82 percent 

of the votes nationwide 

EVEN WITH THE STOLEN VOTES SUBTRACTED FROM THE 

AVERAGE. THE FBI, FOX, CNN, EVERYONE ELSE KNEW THE GIG 

WAS UP AND IS NOW ONLY MOVING TO SAY "SORRY" SO THEY 

DON'T GO TO JAIL. 

Well, I've got news for you: They are still the same lying despicable 

malfunctioning trash scum they always were, THEY SHOWED THEIR WORTH 

and we would be IDIOTS to forgive them no matter how badly they burn Hillary.  

CNN is despicable trash, we all witnessed it, NEVER FORGIVE THEM, THE FBI 
is a trash agency, along with the rest of American intelligence, which only 
works to serve the enemy for as long as it thinks it's head will not be cut off.  

Hillary's election is an unlawful coup 

Electoral College SCAM: 

NOW CONFIRMED: 100 percent of ALL machines in ALL precincts and ALL 

states are flipping the Presidential vote to Clinton when you vote a Republican 

straight ticket. 

This is being done at a ratio, which should be possible to catch approximately 

45 percent of the time. When people catch this, election officials simply tell 

them they are too stupid to vote. BUT YOU ARE NOT TOO STUPID TO 

IGNORE THE WARNINGS AND SHOOT VIDEO OF THIS, ARE YOU? DO IT!  

The warnings would not be happening if they had nothing to hide. 

THE TOUCH SCREEN CALIBRATION "PROBLEMS" ARE A SCAM TO STEAL 

THE ELECTION 

FOLKS, THE CALIBRATION ERROR RUSE IS A SCAM THEY ARE USING 

TO STEAL ELECTIONS. THERE IS NO SUCH THING. I DO NOT HAVE TO 

PROVIDE ANY SPECIAL CALIBRATION FOR ANYTHING ON THIS WEB 

SITE TO MAKE LINKS WORK ON A TOUCH SCREEN, IT IS ALL AUTOMATIC 

AND WORKS ON EVERY DEVICE THAT LOADS THIS WEB SITE. IF IT CAN 

HAPPEN ON A VOTING MACHINE, IT IS FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF 

HAVING AN EXCUSE TO FRONT A SCAM ELECTION. 

WHEN HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A BANK TELLER MACHINE SELECT 

OPTIONS YOU DID NOT PUSH? THEY HAVE ALREADY BLOWN THEIR 

COVER AND CONFIRMED THE ELECTION WILL BE STOLEN BY HAVING A 

SYSTEM IN PLACE THAT MAKES SUCH A PROBLEM, THAT THEY HAVE 

EVEN ADMITTED TO, POSSIBLE. 
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DETAILS: Though it is possible to have a touch screen malfunction and start 

to output trash, that is not the same kind of problem as having a touch screen 

consistently choose an option other than what you have selected. Touch 

screen calibration issues take the form of having a part of the screen stop 

working entirely, or for it to become too sensitive and select stuff by itself 

without being touched, or for it to need to be pushed too hard. Touch screen 

calibration errors do not just click one box when you check another, or switch 

the Presidential candidate when you vote a straight ticket. This stuff is 

happening BY INTENT and there is no way out of it. When is the last time you 

have ever seen a bank teller machine select options you did not push? I have 

never seen this happen on a teller machine or any other device, why is it only 

the voting machines doing it?  

When you see an election machine change your vote to something else, 

it is your obligation to save the country by destroying it. Don't complain 

to the election officials, because they know. You will have to do it quietly. 

OPTION 1. Bring a small bottle of salt water (put a few teaspoons of salt 

in a small bottle of water and shake). Preferably a squeeze bottle if you 

have one. Find any air vent or opening, as high on the machine as 

possible (including a card reader port or USB port) and squirt the water 

in until the machine stops functioning. USE AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE TO 

AVOID MAKING A HUGE MESS. Bring a roll of toilet paper to clean up any 

spills so it is not obvious when you leave. SAY NOTHING. 

If you came unprepared but have a container and can get away with it, any 

liquid, even urine, will probably work.  

Option 2: Bring a large C clamp and squeeze the machine with it until it 

malfunctions. Leave quietly. 

Option 3: Your creativity. Whatever you do, it has to be SILENT and not leave 

obvious damage.  

Tens of thousands of complaints about vote flipping in Texas 

And the media has refused to report it 

They are stealing the election right in front of us, with people screaming about 

it at the polling places and the media is saying it has never been reported… . 

They then use their refusal to report it as confirmation it is not happening. And 

all anyone does is believe the mind control bullshit that it was "only them" or 

"only one polling machine" and cry. That won't cut it. The sheer volume of 

reports proves it is NOT THAT.  

I swear to God . . . . . . we need armor penetration to take this country back 

… . I warned about it all along and no one believed … . 
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October 27 2016 

THE VOTING MACHINES IN TEXAS ARE STILL FLIPPING THE PRESIDENT 

VOTE TO HILLARY WHEN YOU VOTE A STRAIGHT REPUBLICAN TICKET 

What's worse? WHEN YOU REPORT IT, THE POLLING OFFICIALS CALL 

YOU DELUSIONAL, SNOPES IS CALLING IT CRAP, THE RADIO STATIONS 

ARE REFUSING TO REPORT IT AND WHEN PEOPLE ARE CALLING IN 

SAYING IT HAPPENED THEY GET CUT OFF THE AIR AND THE RADIO 

STATIONS SAY IT S NOT HAPPENING. Additionally, there are signs up 

everywhere telling you will go to jail if you make a video of the voting process. 

CALL EVERYONE YOU KNOW WHO IS VOTING, ESPECIALLY IN TEXAS, 

AND TELL THEM TO WATCH THE MACHINE AND DOCUMENT IT FLIPPING 

THE VOTE ON VIDEO. YOU HAVE TO VOTE A STRAIGHT TICKET, THEN 

TRUMP WILL FLIP TO HILLARY. THIS IS WORTH KILLING OVER SO TO 

AVOID GETTING YOURSELF KILLED OR DETAINED BY HILLARY IN A FEW 

MONTHS OR NEEDING TO KILL SOMEONE LATER, PUT IT RIGHT NOW 

AND SPREAD THE WORD. CALL YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY NOW AND 

TELL THEM THEIR VOTE IS GETTING STOLEN, IT IS NOT A GLITCH OR 

ERROR, AND TO NOT VOTE A STRAIGHT TICKET. 

DO NOT VOTE A STRAIGHT TICKET 

Evidently, most of the hacked machines (which are now being patched to 

cover up the fact your vote is being stolen) have only been programmed to 

steal your vote if you vote a straight ticket. So to avoid this, vote for everyone 

separately. That's a lot harder to write a last minute patch for. 

THE PEOPLE RIGGING THE ELECTION HAVE DETERMINED HILLARY WILL WIN 

IN A LANDSLIDE! 

Nothing follows. Just a headline of truth. 

Psychotronic weaponry in full use now. 
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Electronic mood manipulation has been a reality for decades, and hit the mainstream 

in the war on Iraq over a decade ago. In Iraq, American troops would drop what they 

called "poppers" onto rooftops after major battles that killed a lot of Iraqis, and they 

were called "poppers" because they electronically drugged the population into 

submission, rather than allow them to feel a righteous rage over losing loved ones and 

subsequently fighting. 

In America now, every cell tower is a "popper" and even ordinary cell phones can be 

used for the job. If you ever wondered why on some days everyone appears to be 

happy, and other days everyone appears to be sad and there is no reason for it, 

electronic mood manipulation is the probable answer. 

When the election is stolen (and probably even now) they will have the mood 

altering systems in overdrive, to take the will of the people to fight away. People 

are really going to have to fight hard to overcome this, and I do not know if it is 

even possible. America's only advantage in this is that these systems have 

already been used so much that the people in America have developed a 

resistance to them. These systems can wreck your sleep so you lack energy, 

and then deliver the knock-out punch to your free will by forcing you to be 

complacent. They can force you to feel fear. It will not be easy to take America 

back when everyone who is feeling righteous rage gets it sucked out of them by 

a filthy machine. 

October 26 2016 

Hillary WILL be appointed, I am seeing evidence of this abundantly 

OBSERVATION: There are no forums that are allowing people to see the 

CURRENT vote fraud video of a machine flipping votes yesterday, unless it is 

pegged as something old. MORE IMPORTANTLY: Hillary will immediately attack 

and destroy Iran. Want to know how I know? Because I am getting banned when 

I say Iran was a paradise that became a paradise despite heavy sanctions ONLY 

because it was not being crushed by a Rothschild-owned central bank to threads 

that discuss destroying Iran and then post THIS LINK to prove it. 

MARK MY WORD: IT IS VIRTUALLY ASSURED HILLARY WILL BE SCAMMED IN, 

AND ONCE IN SHE WILL QUICKLY BLOW IRAN AWAY.  

Hillary will choose Obama for Supreme Court! 

IF YOU ARE THIRD PARTY, DO NOT WASTE YOUR VOTE. IF YOU DON'T LIKE 

TRUMP BUT HATE HILLARY, DO NOT SIT IT OUT, VOTE TRUMP ANYWAY. 

HAVING OBAMA REPLACE SCALIA WILL BE A CATASTROPHE. 

They are calling this voter error! HA HA HA, that's LAME. 

UPDATE: They are saying the Texas voting machines that were doing this have 

been shut down. PROBLEM: THIS WAS CAPTURED IN VIRGINIA! 
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MAJOR NEW PAPER BALLOT METHOD OF VOTE FRAUD DISCOVERED 

In paper ballot areas, they are printing out ballots on the spot. And after the polls close, 

they are going to go through the log books, take all the people who did not vote, and 

fill out their ballots for them! 

IF YOU ARE VOTING TRUMP, YOU HAD BETTER GO IN AND FILL OUT YOUR 

BALLOT CORRECTLY BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN CONFIRMED THAT IF YOU DO 

NOT FILL OUT YOUR BALLOT YOURSELF, SOMEONE ELSE WILL. 

There is absolutely no check or balance in place to stop this from happening. 

E-vote machines are doing a good job for Soros 

AS IT TURNS OUT, ONLY STATES THAT HAVE SOROS VOTING MACHINES 

HAVE RULES AGAINST PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR VOTE 

Figure that. It is true. There are 16 states where you can't photograph your vote or take 

a video of your vote from start to finish, and they are where the Soros E-vote machines 

are. FIGURE THAT. I wonder why!!??!! 

Obviously then, the e-vote states are the ones where it will be MOST IMPORTANT to 

video your entire voting process from start to finish! 

I am confident they are going to succeed in stealing this election. When they do, we 

need the proof it was stolen. FACT: There are only a few states where taking video 

of your entire voting process is illegal. MANY STATES ENCOURAGE IT. IT IS NO 

October 25 2016 

In order to bamboozle the public, SOROS, a KNOWN SCAMMING LIAR changed 

the Smartmatic web site and is now claiming he has no voting machines in the 

U.S. If you go to the Smartmatic web site, there are no longer any claims about 

them owning the voting machines in swing states. The honest folks at 

Smartmatic removed the page. ALL I CAN SAY IS TOO LATE!  
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Wikileaks FACTS: 

1. The NSA was the one doing the hacks, not Russia. This got aired yesterday. 

2. Hillary wanted Assange dead. And I don't need to mention Russia with regard 

to Hillary, who BLEW IT with that. 

3. Assanges lawyer. CONFIRMED DEAD. 

4. Director of Wikileaks, McFayden. CONFIRMED DEAD. 

5. Seth Rich, top wikileaks informer. CONFIRMED DEAD.  All those deaths 

happened within a short time of each other. The Clinton death machine is clearly 

in overdrive.  

6. Julian Assange, USE YOUR BRAIN PLEASE. It is doubtful he is going to 

appear (I hope he does) I believe it is only a wish. 

(Selected from:  http://82.221.129.208/basepager4.html)  

 

JT:  Methinks the Deplorable Freelance Journalist Jim Stone is in rage and every 

American patriot should also be in rage! 

See also:  https://youtu.be/mogPv5sXmdI and 

http://politopinion.com/2016/10/caught-tape-hillary-clinton-rig-

election/.  

*** 

http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/walter-e-williams/2016/10/26/dumb-american-youth 

JT:  Yup!  American youth between the ages of 18 and 24 are dumb!  There are two 

truths:   

1.  Using the word student to describe them is a catastrophic misnomer!  

2.  They are allowed to vote!  

*** 

https://clinton.media.mit.edu/clinton# 

JT:  It's the Clinton Circle of Corruption! 

*** 

JT:  It's symbolical of all successes Joe Biden has had in foreign policy since he has 

been a politician: 
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Source:  Diogenes Middle Finger via http://iotwreport.com/oh-please-no/.  

*** 

 

Source:  https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-HJ4j9Th_7go/WBT5trwkGzI/AAAAAAAAOzQ/EldT2GTa_-

UxTDehVW2HWykdF7lkCK17QCLcB/s1600/unnamed.jpg 

JT:  Yes!  They arrive by continuous truck loads! 

*** 
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The American Medical Association defines an “alcoholic” as someone who: 

1. Has a prolonged period of frequent, heavy alcohol use. 

2. Is unable to control drinking once it has begun. 

3. Has withdrawal symptoms when the individual stops using alcohol. 

4. Needs to use more and more alcohol to achieve the same effects. 

5. Has a variety of social and/or legal problems arising from alcohol use. 

By that definition, Hillary Clinton is an alcoholic. 

 

Source:  https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2016/10/29/hillary-clinton-is-an-alcoholic/ 

JT:  Prost!  See also http://truepundit.com/secret-service-security-detail-hillary-clinton-
was-drunk-the-morning-of-campaign-rally/.  

*** 
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Source:  https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-MODTSkCAd-
Y/WBXzqrojhVI/AAAAAAAAOzk/SCWZ9z5BYcwlQW2L7zFxyiFs8Nrydsl4ACLcB/s640/bBQV9jK.jpg. 

JT:  Today they are all Hillary Clinton supporters! 

*** 

http://iotwreport.com/huffpo-muhammad-was-historys-first-feminist/ 

JT:  WOW!  This is amazing.  Now we all know Muhammad was macho and macha! 

By the way, the original source is the Huffington Post, so it's not so amazing! 

*** 

 

Source:  HopeNChangeCartoons.com via http://17663-presscdn-0-49.pagely.netdna-

cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/happy-hallown.jpg.  

JT:  HAPPY ALLAHWEEN.  They are dressed in licorice.   

*** 

JT:  Here's proof of where rain comes from: 
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Source:  https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-

xVlBQpuVdxc/WBjJApGlNBI/AAAAAAAAO1A/Lp6oTv6tKuMO6WBeErKPZpmdtw57ft_MQCLcB/s640/BTPiASW.jpg. 

*** 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/hospital-patient-seriously-burnt-after-

9167044 

JT:  This is no laughing matter, but it is'!!!  I wonder what would have happened if she 

had burped at the same time? 

*** 

We are losing control of the streets' Merkel's Germany descends into 

lawlessness at http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/727263/Angela-Merkel-

migrant-crisis-worsens-as-Germany-descends-into-lawlessness 

JT:  Nothing to get worried about here.  It's only Muslims having fun!  It's only 

games that they play!!! 

*** 

U.S. federal judge asks: Where are the Christian refugees? 

JT:  The answer:  They've been executed by devout Muslims! 

*** 
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Source:  http://www.subjectpolitics.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/08/8c4e0ec6ec7084cc247e28fd93b89bca.jpg 

JT:  I pushed the Delete button and this is the result 

 

Source:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9W0F2mz1jc 

Which tells me that he would like to delete her also! 

*** 
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https://ia600306.us.archive.org/34/items/1953_Movie_Trailers_American_Flag_and_

National_Anthem_color/1953_Movie_Trailers_American_Flag_and_National_Anthem

_color_00_36_06_22_3mb.ogv 

JT:  It should be part of every movie. 

*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6RmqkkRgIg 

JT:  It doesn't surprise me one bit! 

*** 

I want to bring solidarity to our warring entities… 

It's time that we all need to come together, Democrats and Republicans alike, in a bi-partisan 

effort for America: 

•      If you will support Donald Trump, please drive with your headlights ON during the day. 

•      If you support Hillary Clinton, please drive with your headlights OFF at night. 

Together, we can make it happen. Thank you! 

Source:  http://itaintholywater.blogspot.de/2016/11/evening-thought.html 

JT:  For pedestrians:  If you are for Trump, walk on the sidewalk.  If you are for Hillary, 

walk on the road! 

*** 

At http://ijr.com/wildfire/2016/11/727129-11-federal-laws-hillary-clinton-is-accused-of-

breaking-the-last-one-is-a-doozy/ lists 11 federal laws that Hillary Clinton and her 

associates have been accused of violating. 

U.S. Code § 798 – Disclosure of classified information  

U.S. Code § 1031 — Major fraud against the United States  

U.S. Code § 371 – Conspiracy to commit a federal offense  

U.S. Code § 1924 – Unauthorized removal and retention of classified documents or 

material  

U.S. Code § 2071(b) — Concealment, removal, or mutilation generally  

U.S. Code § 1346 — Definition of “scheme or artifice to defraud”  

U.S. Code § 641 – Public money, property or records  

U.S. Code § 1343 – Fraud by wire, radio or television  

U.S. Code § 1505 – Obstruction of proceedings before departments, agencies, and 

committees  

U.S. Code § 1519 — Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in federal 

investigation 

U.S. Code § 793 — Gathering, transmitting or losing defense information 

 

JT:  There's nothing to get excited about!  Hillary was only proofing the constitutionality 

of the laws! 

*** 
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http://www.usatwentyfour.com/obama-buys-4-9-seaside-mansion-in-non-

extradition-country-of-dubai/ 

JT:  I can’t confirm the report.  However, I would like to think that Obama is 

feeling the nooses tightening around his and Michelle's necks! 

*** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDMZRiYrcuE. 

 

JT:  It's only theory.   …  But theory often becomes reality! 

*** 

 

JOINT STATEMENT FROM JASON DOV GREENBLATT AND DAVID 

FRIEDMAN, CO-CHAIRMEN OF THE ISRAEL ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO 

DONALD J. TRUMP 

 

Approximately seven months ago, we were blessed to have been tapped by 

Donald J. Trump to be his top advisors with respect to the State of Israel.... 

Each of these positions has been discussed with Mr. Trump and the Trump 

campaign, and most have been stated, in one form or another, by Mr. Trump 

in various interviews or speeches given by him or on his social media 

accounts. For those of you who are true friends of the State of Israel, and for 

those of you who believe that the State of Israel and the United States of 

America have an unbreakable friendship, we urge you to read the below....We 

would also like to express our gratitude to our friend, a great friend of the 

State of Israel, Donald J. Trump, who gave us the tremendous opportunity to 

serve in this capacity. May God bless the United States of America and the 

State of Israel.   

 

• The unbreakable bond between the United States and Israel is based 

upon shared values of democracy, freedom of speech, respect for 

minorities, cherishing life, and the opportunity for all citizens to pursue 

their dreams.  

• Israel is the state of the Jewish people, who have lived in that land for 

3,500 years. The State of Israel was founded with courage and 

determination by great men and women against enormous odds and is 
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an inspiration to people everywhere who value freedom and human 

dignity.  

• Israel is a staunch ally of the U.S. and a key partner in the global war 

against Islamic jihadism. Military cooperation and coordination between 

Israel and the U.S. must continue to grow.  

• The American people value our close friendship and alliance with Israel 

-- culturally, religiously, and politically. While other nations have 

required U.S. troops to defend them, Israelis have always defended their 

own country by themselves and only ask for military equipment 

assistance and diplomatic support to do so. The U.S. does not need to 

nation-build in Israel or send troops to defend Israel.  

• The Memorandum of Understanding signed by the American and Israeli 

Governments is a good first step, but there is much more to be done. A 

Trump Administration will ensure that Israel receives maximum military, 

strategic and tactical cooperation from the United States, and the 

Memorandum of Understanding will not limit the support that we give. 

Further, Congress will not be limited to give support greater than that 

provided by the Memorandum of Understanding if it chooses to do so. 

Israel and the United States benefit tremendously from what each 

country brings to the table -- the relationship is a two-way street.  

• The U.S. should veto any United Nations votes that unfairly single out 

Israel and will work in international institutions and forums, including in 

our relations with the European Union, to oppose efforts to delegitimize 

Israel, impose discriminatory double standards against Israel, or to 

impose special labeling requirements on Israeli products or boycotts on 

Israeli goods.  

• The U.S. should cut off funds for the UN Human Rights Council, a body 

dominated by countries presently run by dictatorships that seem solely 

devoted to slandering the Jewish State. UNESCO's attempt to 

disconnect the State of Israel from Jerusalem is a one-sided attempt to 

ignore Israel's 3,000-year bond to its capital city, and is further evidence 

of the enormous anti-Israel bias of the United Nations.  

• The U.S. should view the effort to boycott, divest from, and sanction 

(BDS) Israel as inherently anti-Semitic and take strong measures, both 
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diplomatic and legislative, to thwart actions that are intended to limit 

commercial relations with Israel, or persons or entities doing business in 

Israeli areas, in a discriminatory manner. The BDS movement is just 

another attempt by the Palestinians to avoid having to commit to a 

peaceful co-existence with Israel. The false notion that Israel is an 

occupier should be rejected.  

• The Trump administration will ask the Justice Department to investigate 

coordinated attempts on college campuses to intimidate students who 

support Israel.  

• A two-state solution between Israel and the Palestinians appears 

impossible as long as the Palestinians are unwilling to renounce violence 

against Israel or recognize Israel's right to exist as a Jewish state. 

Additionally, the Palestinians are divided between PA rule in the West 

Bank and Hamas rule in Gaza, so there is not a united Palestinian people 

who could control a second state. Hamas is a US-designated terrorist 

organization that actively seeks Israel's destruction. We will seek to 

assist the Israelis and the Palestinians in reaching a comprehensive and 

lasting peace, to be freely and fairly negotiated between those living in 

the region.  

• The Palestinian leadership, including the PA, has undermined any 

chance for peace with Israel by raising generations of Palestinian 

children on an educational program of hatred of Israel and Jews. The 

larger Palestinian society is regularly taught such hatred on Palestinian 

television, in the Palestinian press, in entertainment media, and in 

political and religious communications. The two major Palestinian 

political parties -- Hamas and Fatah -- regularly promote anti-Semitism 

and jihad.  

• The U.S. cannot support the creation of a new state where terrorism is 

financially incentivized, terrorists are celebrated by political parties and 

government institutions, and the corrupt diversion of foreign aid is 

rampant. The U.S. should not support the creation of a state that forbids 

the presence of Christian or Jewish citizens, or that discriminates 

against people on the basis of religion.  
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• The U.S. should support direct negotiations between Israel and the 

Palestinians without preconditions, and will oppose all Palestinian, 

European and other efforts to bypass direct negotiations between parties 

in favor of an imposed settlement. Any solutions imposed on Israel by 

outside parties, including by the United Nations Security Council, should 

be opposed. We support Israel's right and obligation to defend itself 

against terror attacks upon its people and against alternative forms of 

warfare being waged upon it legally, economically, culturally, and 

otherwise.  

• Israel's maintenance of defensible borders that preserve peace and 

promote stability in the region is a necessity. Pressure should not be put 

on Israel to withdraw to borders that make attacks and conflict more 

likely.  

• The U.S. will recognize Jerusalem as the eternal and indivisible capital 

of the Jewish state and Mr. Trump's Administration will move the U.S. 

embassy to Jerusalem.  

• Despite the Iran Nuclear deal in 2015, the U.S. State Department 

recently designated Iran, yet again, as the leading state sponsor of 

terrorism -- putting the Middle East particularly, but the whole world at 

risk by financing, arming, and training terrorist groups operating around 

the world, including Hamas, Hezbollah, and forces loyal to Syrian 

President Bashar al-Assad. The U.S. must counteract Iran's ongoing 

violations of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action regarding Iran's 

quest for nuclear weapons and their noncompliance with past and 

present sanctions, as well as the agreements they signed, and 

implement tough, new sanctions when needed to protect the world and 

Iran's neighbors from its continuing nuclear and non-nuclear threats.  

Joint Statement from Jason Dov Greenblatt and David Friedman, Co-

Chairmen of the Israel Advisory Committee to Donald J. Trump  

 Executive Committee, Jews Choose Trump  info@JewsChooseTrump.org  

JT:  Logical positions, all of them!!! 

*** 
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At http://www.912communique.com/forum/topics/steve-pieczenik-counter-coup-to-
stop-clinton-happening-now? We read and hear: 

I speak now only as an individual American, and I say, as God is my witness, that 
I will not accept a criminal, corrupt, fraudulent, illegitimate, treasonous, psychopathic, 
evil Hillary Clinton as my President or as the Commander in Chief. My oath prevents 
it, and compels me to stand against it, in defense of what little is left of the Constitution 
I swore to defend, up to, and including at the cost of my life, come what may. 

“The time is now near at hand which must probably determine whether 
Americans are to be freemen or slaves; whether they are to have any property 
they can call their own; whether their houses and farms are to be pillaged and 
destroyed, and themselves consigned to a state of wretchedness from which no 
human efforts will deliver them. The fate of unborn millions will now depend, 
under God, on the courage and conduct of this army. Our cruel and unrelenting 
enemy leaves us only the choice of brave resistance, or the most abject 
submission. We have, therefore, to resolve to conquer or die.” – General George 
Washington.  Address to the Continental Army before the Battle of Long 
Island.  Tuesday, August 27, 1776 

Such a time is now at hand again, staring us in the face. 

Stewart Rhodes 

 

See also:  https://www.oathkeepers.org/steve-pieczenik-counter-coup-stop-

clinton-happening-now-within-intelligence-community/ 

2 Chronicles 7:14 “If my people, which are called by my name, shall 

humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their 

wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and 

will heal their land.” 

*** 

Edited a little from http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-

race/2016/11/01/pew-trump-coalition-tolerant-clinton-diversity/ 

Pew: Donald Trump Voters Are Tolerant, Hillary Clinton Voters Intolerant by 

Neil Munro1 Nov 2016. 
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A large Pew survey shows that Donald Trump’s supporters are more tolerant, 
open-minded, respectful and understanding than are Hillary Clinton’s vibrantly 
diverse supporters in her coalition of ethnic, sexual, professional and 
progressive factions. 

“Clinton backers – particularly highly educated ones – have more difficulty respecting 
Trump supporters than the other way around,” Pew acknowledged in the Nov. 1 report. 
That data is a mirror image of the media-magnified portrayal of Trump’s supporters 
that Democratic partisans have constructed throughout the 2016 campaign. 
  
That image has been fostered by undercover Democratic groups which used extensive 
funding to arrange camera-ready fights at Trump’s rallies, by Clinton’s scripted 
eagerness to portray Trump’s supporters as irredeemable or insanely hostile to gays, 
migrant foreigners and Islamic believers, and by the media’s eagerness to showcase 
conflict at Trump rallies. 
  
But Pew’s data shows that: 
  
nearly six-in-ten registered voters who back Clinton (58%) say they have a “hard time” 
respecting someone who supports Trump for president; 40% say they have “no trouble” 
with it. Nearly the opposite is true among Trump supporters, with 56% saying they have 
no trouble respecting someone who backs Clinton and 40% saying they do have 
trouble with it. 
That’s a 17-point tolerance difference between the two parties. 
  

 

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump holds a campaign rally at the Bank of 
Colorado Arena on the campus of University of Northern Colorado October 30, 2016 
in Greeley, Colorado. 
  
The pro-Clinton group that has the most difficulty tolerating their political rivals are 
white women, many of whom are university educated. Pew’s poll showed that 68 
percent of this group “have a hard time” respecting Trump’s supporters. Also, 66 
percent of all Clinton women supporters with college qualifications have a hard time 
respecting Trump’s supporters. 
  
In contrast, 53 percent of Clinton’s non-college female supporters say they have a hard 
time reconciling with Trump’s supporters.  
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There’s little difference between the various groups of Trump supporters, except for 
age. 
The least tolerant Trump group are men older than 65, but only 45 percent of them say 
they have a hard time respecting Clinton supporters. That’s 21 points lower than the 
intolerance among Clinton’s female college-educated supporters. 
The most tolerant of Trump’s group are young people aged 18 to 34, of whom only 29 
percent “have a hard time” dealing with Clinton’s supporters. 

 
  
This younger group of Trump’s supporters is a mirror image of Clinton’s female groups, 
because more than two-thirds of Trump’s young supporters — 69 percent — say they 
“have no trouble” respecting Clinton supporters. 
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Clinton’s younger supporters, however, are far less tolerant that Trump’s younger 
supporters. They’re 32 percentage points less willing to tolerate their peers in Trump’s 
campaign. 
  
Pew’s large survey of 2,583 adults, including 2,120 registered voters, was conducted 
from Oct. 20 to Oct. 25, well after Trump was portrayed as a sexual predator by Clinton 
and her allies, and well after Trump’s supporters had been carefully described by 
Clinton as insanely hostile and unamerican. 
  
Here’s Clinton’s full Sept. 9 statement at her fundraiser with gay supporters; 
“You know, to just be grossly generalistic, you could put half of Trump’s supporters into 
what I call the basket of deplorables. Right? The racist, sexist, homophobic, 
xenophobic, Islamophobic — you name it. And unfortunately there are people like that. 
And he has lifted them up. He has given voice to their websites that used to only have 
11,000 people, now have 11 million. He tweets and retweets offensive, hateful, mean-
spirited rhetoric. Now some of those folks, they are irredeemable, but thankfully they 
are not America. 
Clinton’s speech spotlights the difficulty that Democrats have in keeping their diverse, 
chaotic and often incompatible coalition united in the run-up to an election. There’s 
little to unite this diversity except shared hostility to their supposedly hateful political 
rivals, which is echoed in Clinton’s slogans, “Stronger Together” and “Love trumps 
hate.” 
  
In contrast, Trump has united most of the GOP’s fewer factions — employees, 
employers, social-conservatives and foreign policy hawks — around a unifying 
nationalist message, “Make America Great Again.” 
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From:  http://www.barenakedislam.com/2016/11/02/shocker-left-wing-msnbc-

commentator-chris-mathews-has-just-endorsed-donald-trump-for-president/.  

 

In the meantime, Hillary Clinton has just ordered a fireworks display to celebrate her 

winning the election on Nov. 8th. But this could blow up in her face! Hillary Clinton may 

have lit the fuse for her victory celebration a little too soon — by planning an Election 

Night explosion of fireworks over the Hudson River in New York City. 

NY Post  NYC Cops and firefighters were blown away by Clinton’s hubris in 

planning the fireworks display, which would eclipse the shower of blazing sparkles 

that preceded the balloon drop at July’s Democratic National Convention. 

Somebody asked “If she loses, will she take the display over to the East Side and 

sell it to Trump for half-price?” 

 

The fine print. 

 As the old preacher said on Good Friday...  Christ was dead on the cross, the day 

turned to night, and the demons in hell were dancing a jig... its Friday, but 

Sunday's a 'comin...and zero's nervous. 

Though we can't stop 'em from Trying... we can keep 'em from Forming any Bad 

Habits"    

Terror... is nothing more than worry.  You do... They win. 

  

PursuantPursuantPursuantPursuant    to Title 17 U.S.C. 107, Otherwise known as (theto Title 17 U.S.C. 107, Otherwise known as (theto Title 17 U.S.C. 107, Otherwise known as (theto Title 17 U.S.C. 107, Otherwise known as (the    use of the Fair Use use of the Fair Use use of the Fair Use use of the Fair Use 

Doctrine) this posting is provided for educational purposes, research, critical Doctrine) this posting is provided for educational purposes, research, critical Doctrine) this posting is provided for educational purposes, research, critical Doctrine) this posting is provided for educational purposes, research, critical 

comment, or debate without profit or paymentcomment, or debate without profit or paymentcomment, or debate without profit or paymentcomment, or debate without profit or payment. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHa7Ruu2BGI 

 

JT:  Hillary is fake and depraved from the beginning! 

*** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkrEIJDJt1s 

 

JT:  Hillary is scandalous and depraved from the beginning. 

*** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3teYvgMsNXk 

 

JT:  Rachel Maddow cries! 

*** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0uCrA7ePno 

 

JT:  Hillary was always perfect. 

*** 

 
 

JT:  Click and read these before the election: 

 

POLICE STATE in SHEEPS CLOTHES:  U.S. Strategic Implementation Plan 

for Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism  

https://publicintelligence.net/us-violent-extremism-strategic-plan/  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

SNOPES Confirms Certain States Allow Voters to Switch From Hillary to 

Trump or another candidate.  

http://www.snopes.com/changing-early-votes/  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  
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JIM STONE 11/2/2016: Proof Media Collusion in Election Theft. Hacked 

Media Server Shows Trump Losing.  

http://archive.is/AQplt  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

BILL STILL: DayBreak Poll - Trump Rockets to a 5.4% Lead Over Crooked 

Hillary Clinton  

https://youtu.be/z21HMR41qjU  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

US Economy Continues to Weaken Like 2008 As Warning Signs Flash - A 

Recession Ahead.  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-02/us-economy-continues-weaken-

warning-signs-flash-recession-ahead  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

Corrupt DOJ's Peter Kadzik Exposed Colluding With Clinton Campaign  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-02/more-collusion-between-

clinton-campaign-and-doj-kadzik-provides-heads-podesta  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

11/2/16: Oil Prices Plunge After Biggest Inventory Build In 34-Year History  

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-02/oil-tanks-after-biggest-

inventory-build-34-year-history  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

Wikileaks BOMBSHELL Exposes Extent Of Clinton Corruption  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApcqXijVzYU  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

WASHINGTON POST: Inside ‘Bill Clinton Inc.’: Hacked memo reveals 

intersection of charity and personal income -(AKA Bribes)  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-bill-clinton-inc-hacked-

memo-reveals-intersection-of-charity-and-personal-

income/2016/10/26/3bf84bba-9b92-11e6-b3c9-f662adaa0048_story.html  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

JIM STONE 11/2/2016: Proof Media Collusion in Election Theft. Hacked 

Media Server Shows Trump Losing.  

http://archive.is/AQplt  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

Silent Counter-Coup by 17 Intel Agencies To Stop Crooked Clintons  

https://youtu.be/2v20EYJvBUM  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

*** 

JT:  Nice legs at:  http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=54272. 

*** 

 

JT:  Now if you have more time: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTN7FASdJ18 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/whats-big-picture-huma-abedin-anthony-weiner/ 
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http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/pollard-manning-secrets-lies-article-1.1416493 

 

http://www.infowars.com/how-americas-elections-are-hacked/ 

 
http://www.icanw.org/campaign-news/un-votes-to-outlaw-nuclear-weapons-

in-2017 Does this mean Hillary wouldn’t be able to use them if she wins the 

Presidency? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMNOfxQ7qG8   Not everything has to 

be political 

http://www.bbc.com/news/health-37773274  Bill Gates is the commanding 

general.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoI7KMJuQBw  General Hillary!!! 

http://www.infowars.com/video-giant-fly-lands-on-hillarys-face-again/  

Manure! 

*** 

The following is from http://conservativetribune.com/tag-voting-machine-

do-this/ 

ALERT: If You See This Tag on Your Voting Machine, 

Demand a Paper Ballot 

Share on Facebook Tweet Email Print 

Voters don’t typically think much about the voting machines they’re using, but this 
election season, what kind of voting machine used might end up being critical in how 
the election turns out. 

That’s because Smartmatic, a U.K.-based technology company that provides voting 
machines to countries around the world, has deep connections to leftist billionaire 
George Soros. 

Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, the chairman of Smartmatic, is on the board of Soros’ 
Open Society Foundations. He was the former vice chairman of Soros’ Investment 
Funds and the deputy secretary general of the United Nations when he worked as 
Kofi Annan’s chief of staff. 

Malloch-Brown has also worked with consulting firms that have ties to Democrat 
presidential nominee Hillary Clinton and husband, Bill. He was an international 
partner with the Sawyer-Miller consulting firm, and he was also a senior adviser to 
FTI Consulting, which handled communications under contract for Bill Clinton’s 
1992 run for the presidency. 
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Top Clinton adviser Mandy Grunwald is a Sawyer-Miller alum. Grunwald was in 
charge of the firm’s communication contract for former President Bill Clinton’s 1992 
presidential run. She also headed up communications for Hillary Clinton’s 2008 
presidential bid. 

Jackson Dunn, senior managing director with FTI Consulting, worked as an aide to 
both Bill Clinton and Hilllary Clinton. 

Those are troubling connections. 

Smartmatic claimed it had provided 15 states and the District of Columbia with 
voting machines: Arizona, California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, 
Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania and 
Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin. So be on the lookout for signs that your 
precinct is using Smartmatic products. 

Smartmatic’s website included a graphic describing how the company has 
contributed to U.S. elections from 2006 to 2015 with “57,000 voting and counting 
machines deployed” and “35 million voters assisted,” reported The Daily Caller. 

However, after that report was published, the company removed the graphic from its 
website and posted a declaration that Smartmatic “will not be deploying its 
technology in any U.S. county for the upcoming 2016 U.S. Presidential elections.” It 
also claimed that it has no ties to Soros. 

If the company had nothing to hide, why would it go to the trouble of scrubbing 
information about participating in previous U.S. elections? 

Nothing should be dismissed if it looks suspicious — especially with all that we’ve 
learned about how unethically Democrats have behaved this year. 

When voting, look for the Smartmatic logo on the machines in your precinct. If 

you encounter one of these machines, ask for a paper ballot. 

It pays to be careful. 

H/T The Truth Division 

Share this story on Facebook and Twitter to spread the word about these 
voting machines. 

Report: Votes Switched From Trump to Hillary in Texas 

*** 

http://pamelageller.com/2016/11/the-huma-video.html/  

JT:  A must-see video. 

*** 
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https://www.rt.com/op-edge/364910-robert-epstein-google-hillary-clinton/JT:  

JT:  Google will decide the elections results!!!  That's worse than the 

DemocRAT rigging of the election. 

*** 

 

http://themetapicture.com/apparently-this-queen-will-live-forever/ 

 

JT:  It's proof that Queen Elisabeth II runs on batteries. 

*** 

The Food Stamp Program, administered by  the U.S. Department of  Agriculture, is proud to 

be distributing this year the greatest amount of free Meals and Food Stamps ever, to 46 

Million people. 

 

Meanwhile, the National Park Service, administered by the U.  S. Department of Interior, 

asks us "Please Do Not Feed the Animals." 

 

Their stated reason for the policy in because "The animals will grow dependent on handouts 

and will not  learn to take care of  themselves". 

 

Thus ends today's lesson in irony. 

 
Source:  http://itaintholywater.blogspot.de/2016/11/a-lesson-in-irony.html 

 

JT:  It's not only a lesson in irony.  It's a lesson in truth also! 

*** 

 

JT:  Here's a wealthy supporter of the Clintons.  Bill Clinton went to the island about 

20 times.  Hillary was there about 6 times. 

 

 

 

Epstein was born in Brooklyn, New York, to a middle-class 

khazarian family.* Epstein's father worked for New York 

City's parks. Epstein attended Lafayette High School. 

He attended classes at Cooper Union from 1969 to 1971 

and later at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences 

at NYU. He left without a degree. 

*http://www.lostisrael.com/khazars.htm.  

Source:  https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/23/Jeffrey_Epstein_at_Harvard_University.jpg.  

Read also:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein 

and 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAWCTt3oqg8 
 

ON A PAEDOPHILE ISLAND 
Lyrics 
 
On a paedophile island,  
I'd like to be a castaway with you 
On a paedophile island,  
There wouldn't be so very much to do 
 
I would linger a while and just gaze into your lovely eyes so blue 
Then I'd walk for a mile and come running back to be with you 
There the waves would make a pair of willing slaves of you and me  
forever 
And we'd laze for days and days and never gaze out where the ships  
go sailing by 
 
On a paedophile island,  
I'd like to be a castaway with you 
Just to bask in your smile  
And to realize my dream come true  
 
I would linger a while and just gaze into your lovely eyes so blue 
Then I'd walk for a mile and come running back to be with you 
There the waves would make a pair of willing slaves of you and me  
forever 
And we'd laze for days and days and never gaze out where the ships  
go sailing by 

*** 

 

Trump Will CRUSH Crooked Hillary Clinton 

http://www.israpundit.org/archives/63618930?utm_source=phplist3046&utm_

medium=email&utm_content=HTML&utm_campaign=A+TRUMP+BLOWOUT+

WIN+IS+FORCASTED  

JT:  YES!!! Let's pray for it!!! 

*** 

 

JT:  This issue has got to end at some time.  So, I'll end it now with this: 

 

 
Source:  https://pixabay.com/p-1286584/?no_redirect 
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and this spontaneous thought: 

A vote for Hillary Clinton is a vote for 

fascism. 

 

 

A vote for Donald J. Trump is a vote for 

freedom! 
(http://thecompleteobamatimeline.com/uploads/3/4/8/7/34872825/the_nasty_female_fascist.pdf)  

*** 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

November 5, 2016 


